Objective Despite at least 40 years of promising empirical performance, very few clinical natural language processing (NLP) or information extraction systems currently contribute to medical science or care. The authors address this gap by reducing the need for custom software and rules development with a graphical user interface-driven, highly generalizable approach to concept-level retrieval. Materials and methods A 'learn by example' approach combines features derived from open-source NLP pipelines with open-source machine learning classifiers to automatically and iteratively evaluate top-performing configurations. The Fourth i2b2/VA Shared Task Challenge's concept extraction task provided the data sets and metrics used to evaluate performance. Results Top F-measure scores for each of the tasks were medical problems (0.83), treatments (0.82), and tests (0.83). Recall lagged precision in all experiments. Precision was near or above 0.90 in all tasks. Discussion With no customization for the tasks and less than 5 min of end-user time to configure and launch each experiment, the average F-measure was 0.83, one point behind the mean F-measure of the 22 entrants in the competition. Strong precision scores indicate the potential of applying the approach for more specific clinical information extraction tasks. There was not one best configuration, supporting an iterative approach to model creation. Conclusion Acceptable levels of performance can be achieved using fully automated and generalizable approaches to concept-level information extraction. The described implementation and related documentation is available for download.
INTRODUCTION
Over 40 years of empirical evidence generated from individual studies as well as community-wide shared task challenges have demonstrated the potential of natural language processing (NLP) to facilitate the secondary use of electronic medical record data. Despite repeated demonstrations of capable performance, few systems have migrated beyond the laboratories of their creators. As a result, clinically meaningful use of NLP technologies has been mostly limited to the collaborators of NLP developers and researchers. Meanwhile, the supply of electronic medical record data continues to grow, 1 as do the demands for secondary uses of it for important goals such as quality measurement, 2 comparative effectiveness, 3 evidence-based medicine, 4 and phenotyping for genomic analysis. 5 In response, the informatics team at the Massachusetts Veterans Epidemiology Research and Information Center has focused not on algorithms that perform optimally for a single information extraction task, but on algorithms and end-to-end workflows capable of performing well across a number of tasks while minimizing the burden on system developers and end users. In a previous study, we demonstrated the potential of algorithms that combine the results of an open-source NLP pipeline with open-source supervised machine learning classifiers to perform document-level information retrieval. The algorithm and end-toend workflow were implemented as the opensource proof of concept, Automated Retrieval Console (ARC). 6 In this study, we evaluate algorithms for achieving fully automated and generalizable concept-level information retrieval. If successful, this approach will enable researchers to move beyond the identification of relevant documents (eg, discharge summaries of patients with posttraumatic stress disorder) to the identification of relevant concepts (eg, symptoms of post-traumatic stress disorder) while limiting the end-user burden to the supply of relevant examples. As a result, we hope to reduce the need for custom software or rules development, enabling more widespread diffusion of these capabilities. Evaluations of these algorithms are performed using data and metrics from the concept extraction portion of the Fourth i2b2/VA Shared Task Challenge, which focused on the extraction of medical symptoms, treatments, and tests from the free text of medical records. 7 
BACKGROUND
The potential of machines to help parse through volumes of unstructured clinical free text in search of important information has been systematically explored since at least 1967. 8 Since that time, several different approaches have yielded positive results, including the creation of custom-written rules to detect specific patterns in text, the development of grammatical systems 9 10 that provide both shallow and deep parsing of text, and the use of machine learning to support several aspects of information extraction.
11 12 Yet despite at least 40 years of promising performance from several different approaches and dramatic advances in computing capabilities and methods, very few clinical NLP and information-extraction systems have diffused beyond the laboratories of their creators. While surely a range of barriers have prevented the widespread adoption of such technologies, the inability of such systems to generalize beyond a specific task is a significant factor. In their review of 113 automated clinical coding and classification system-related articles, Stanfill et al concluded that, 'Automated coding and classification systems themselves are not generalizable, nor are the results of the studies evaluating them.' 8 Several recent advances have made it possible to achieve strong performance without custom software or rules development. The increased availability of open-source NLP, information retrieval, text mining, and machine learning software has made it possible for researchers and systems developers to more quickly develop and effectively share task-specific modules such as part of speech taggers and negation detectors. Open-source frameworks such as the Generalized Architecture for Text Engineering 13 and the Unstructured Information Management Architecture (UIMA) 14 have provided a chassis onto which developers can bolt task-specific modules or create general clinical NLP pipelines such as the Clinical Text Analysis and Knowledge Extraction System (cTAKES). 15 Also important are the shared task challenges 7 16e19 which have enabled apples-toapples comparisons of various approaches and have spurred advances in our understanding of information retrieval. Among the lessons learned from such competitions is the potential of the combination of robust feature sets and supervised machine learning classifiers to work well across a number of tasks. 7 17 20 The release of data sets to the NLP and data-mining communities 21e23 has recently made it possible for researchers and developers to evaluate the potential of their approaches more quickly and effectively and for their findings to be validated. Finally, the annotation of data sets is increasingly performed using the open-source Knowtator, 24 which is built on the open-source ontology engine Protégé, 25 allowing for easier sharing of annotations and making it possible to automate the import of reference sets.
We hypothesize that the use of NLP-derived features combined with supervised machine learning can perform effectively across tasks. The classifier used in this experiment is an open-source implementation of Conditional Random Fields (CRFs). A CRF is an undirected graphical model with edges representing dependencies between variables. 26 Peng and McCallum showed that CRFs can outperform Support Vector Machines, 27 and Wellner et al showed the ability of CRFs to achieve high levels of performance in the deidentification of personal health identifiers. 28 The features used for classification are supplied by the open-source clinical NLP pipeline, cTAKES, which maps free text to over 90 different data types. UIMA exposes all user-defined data types and the expected input and output of modules within UIMA pipelines (ie, aggregate analysis engines), making it possible to drag-and-drop UIMA pipelines into ARC and expose a pipeline's results as features for classification.
In our previous work on automated document-level classification, 6 all documents were processed using cTAKES, resulting in over 90 different data types. These data types and their associated values were used as features in supervised machine learning classification. Two different feature-selection algorithms were evaluated; one that combines top scoring individuals features and negated features, and another that evaluates all combinations of the top five individual performing features. The latter, referred to for convenience as the 'Blast' algorithm, performed well and is used again in this study and described in more detail in the Methods section. This approach has since been used to identify cancer in pathology and imaging reports, 6 psychotherapy in the mental-health notes of PTSD patients, 29 and breast cancer-related records from 67 community hospitals. While document-level retrieval has proven useful in a variety of tasks, some information-extraction exercises require the more granular identification of concepts such as specific symptoms or treatments present in a patient's record. In this study, we build upon this foundation and capitalize on previously described advances to explore automated and generalizable approaches for concept-level information extraction.
METHODS

Automated retrieval console
The ARC was designed to facilitate rapid development, evaluation, and deployment of information-retrieval pipelines. Researchers familiar with the processes of information extraction and NLP can design, manage, and compare performance of experiments using ARC's 'Lab' graphical user interface. Using Lab, feature types can be selected from those exposed by UIMA pipelines, classification models can be applied, and evaluations can be performed with fixed sample sizes or different fold-sizes of n-fold cross validation. The most recent version (v2) includes an H2 database for storing results, improved modularization to drive API-level integration with any parts of ARC, drag-and-drop import of Knowtator project files for importing reference sets, and more sophisticated project and workspace management. All experiments described in this study were performed using ARC's Lab interface, which is shown in figure 1 .
The 'Do-It-Yourself ' (DIY) interface is an attempt to provide information retrieval to relatively non-technical end users. It reduces the end-user burden in using concept-level information retrieval to four steps. First, the user imports an existing reference set formatted as a Knowtator project file. Second, the user points to the location of the documents referenced in the project file. Third, the user selects the target of interest from the available annotation types in the Knowtator project. Finally, the user clicks the DIY button which launches the algorithm described and evaluated below. The user is then presented topperforming models and given the option of deploying that model on a larger document corpus. A screenshot of the DIY interface is shown in figure 2 . More information about ARC as well as documentation and video tutorials are available at our website. 30 Thanks to the generous cooperation of G Savova, J Willis, and the National Library of Medicine, it is possible to download ARC+cTAKES+the customized subset of the UMLS used by cTAKES at our website as well.
Algorithm design
Our focus is on achieving a balance between maximizing performance in concept-based information extraction and minimizing the burden on the end user. The goal of reducing the burden on the end user for concept-level information retrieval introduces a number of challenges otherwise avoided in document-level classification. The different aspects of the process that must be solved include mapping human annotations to machine-interpretable training and testing units of analysis, the selection of relevant feature types from NLP output to include in supervised machine learning, and the choice of what grammatical unit is most appropriate as the output of concept classification tasks. Each of these configurations is exposed to the user through ARC's Laboratory Interface. These challenges as well as proposed solutions for them are described in more detail in the following section. An overview of the algorithm design evaluated in this study is provided in figure 3 . 
Units of analysis
In supervised machine learning classification, examples of relevant targets are used to 'train' a model. Those models are then tested and eventually deployed on unlabeled potential targets. The training examples given should represent, as closely as possible, the targets one hopes to classify. A challenge that arises in concept-level information retrieval is the selection of appropriate units of analysis for both training and testing models. Whereas in document-level information retrieval the entire document is considered for training and testing, in concept-level information retrieval a human annotator may label a single word (eg, 'infarction') or a named entity (eg, 'myocardial infarction'), or span parts or all of a sentence or phrase (eg, 'history of myocardial infarction'). While human annotated training units can vary in length, an automated system cannot arbitrarily alter the units it considers for classification (eg, phrases, trigrams, sentences, etc).
This challenge is traditionally handled in information extraction by defining patterns that are specific to the task at hand. For example, in extracting tumor stage from a pathology report, one can define, in advance, a series of tokens or characters most likely to narrow features of interest. In our attempt to create a single approach to concept extraction that can be applied across many tasks, it becomes necessary to decide on which logically structured sources of features to consider. If one maps a human annotation to a machine-interpretable training unit that is too narrow (eg, a single noun), there is the potential to limit the number of relevant features used to create a classification model with a likely detrimental effect on recall. The selection of too broad a feature source (eg, sentences) may improve recall at the expense of precision.
For this study, we explored the potential of two types of training units that we hypothesized to be most capable of providing a favorable signal-to-noise ratio for concept extraction, noun phrases and units we refer to as 'noun-phrase bumpers.' For noun phrases, the minimum training unit to which a human annotation is mapped is a single noun phrase. If a human annotation does not span a noun phrase, it is expanded to encompass an entire noun phrase. If the human annotation spans multiple noun phrases, each of the noun phrases spanned is included in a single training unit. For example:
Concerned that the selection of noun phrases may leave behind an important context that can be useful for classification, we added a data type and analysis engine to our UIMA pipeline designed to capture words between identified noun phrases as part of the training unit. To address this issue, we created data types we refer to as noun-phrase bumpers. The modular design of UIMA pipelines allows access to the products of each component or 'analysis engine.' We designed our noun-phrase bumper engine to consume each noun phrase identified by cTAKES and then extend in both directions of the text to either the preceding or next noun phrase or the start or end of a sentence, whichever comes first. For example:
The term 'testing units' is used to describe the logically structured unit passed by the system to the classifier in attempts to classify targets of interest. The testing units used in our experiments were set to match the training units. For example, in the first iteration we mapped human annotations to noun phrases as part of processing the training set. Consequently, in our test set, all identified noun phrases were considered for classification. In the second iteration, we used noun-phrase bumpers as our training unit and all noun-phrase bumpers were considered for classification in our testing set.
Feature type selection
Once a training unit has been defined, the next task in using supervised machine learning is to determine which data types or feature types (eg, bag-of-words, noun phrases, UMLS concepts, etc) to use for classification. The balance in feature type selection, as in the choice of training units, is to select units that maximize the signal while reducing the noise. The choice of feature types to include may also have performance implications, as documents must be preprocessed to derive feature types, and the number of attributes considered in models has an effect on their performance. Whereas this decision is also traditionally made in consideration of a specific clinical domain and task in mind, our intention is to develop a single approach capable of generalizing across multiple clinical domains and tasks.
The feature types available for inclusion in our system were derived from the first release of cTAKES, which produces 90-plus feature types (eg, nouns, verbs, noun phrases, UMLS concepts, tokens, etc). The subset of the UMLS used by that version of cTAKES were taken from the 2008AB release of the UMLS.
Two algorithms for selecting appropriate feature types and their related values were evaluated in this study. The first algorithm used was the 'Blast' algorithm used in our previous study of document-level classification. Using the performance of individual features, Blast creates permutations of the top five performing features in combination to produce 26 combinations multiplied by the number of classification models used. More specifically, the Blast algorithm uses the following configurations:
The second algorithm explored is referred to as the 'All Scoring' algorithm. Like the Blast algorithm, the All Scoring algorithm also starts by calculating the performance of each individual feature using 10-fold cross-validation. To test and potentially benefit from the ability of supervised machine learning classifiers such as CRFs to detect patterns in highly dimensional data, our second algorithm incorporated all feature types and related values that scored greater than 0 in their individual assessments.
Original sentence 'The patient had a heart attack' Human annotation Noun phrase-based training unit 'Heart attack' (Heart attack) 'Heart' (Heart attack) 'Patient had a heart attack' (Patient), (heart attack)
Original sentence 'The patient had a heart attack' Human annotation Noun phrase bumper-based training unit 'Heart attack' (Had a heart attack) 'Heart' (Had a heart attack) 'Patient had a heart attack' (The patient had a), (had a heart attack) 
Output units
As with training and testing units, we cannot arbitrarily decide at run time the most appropriate unit to present as a result. Therefore, ARC's workflow defines an 'output unit.' For our attempt to determine a single approach for generalizable concept-level extraction, we chose noun phrases as the output unit. For iterations in which noun phrases were already the training and testing unit, the delivery of noun phrases as output units was straightforward. Each noun-phrase bumper in a nounphrase bumper testing unit has a single noun phrase. Therefore, for iterations using noun-phrase bumpers, the noun phrase 'anchor' in the bumper was presented as the output unit. For example, if the noun-phrase bumper classified was 'had a heart attack,' the output unit would be 'heart attack.'
Data set and evaluation
The data set, annotations, and evaluation algorithm from the 2010 Fourth i2b2/VA Shared Task Challenge were used to evaluate the performance of our approach. Most uses of ARC to date have been in support of specific tasks such as the identification of a cohort of patients with specific criteria. The Challenge data set and metrics therefore provided a valuable opportunity to evaluate the performance of our approach on a rather difficult and general task with the added advantage of comparing performance against others focused on achieving the best possible performance. The 2010 Challenge featured three tasks; extraction of concepts, assertions, and relations from clinical text. Our evaluation was focused only on the extraction of clinical concepts, which in the challenge were narrowed to those representing medical problems, treatments, and tests. The Challenge used stand-off annotations with the raw text of medical records as input. ARC's output format was modified to produce the expected system output entries of the form, c¼'concept text' line:token(s) offset k t¼'concept type.' For example:
The data set contains deidentified discharge summaries and progress notes from Partners Healthcare, Beth-Israel Deaconess Hospital, and the University of Pittsburgh Medical Center. Datause agreements were signed with each of the institutions in order to use the dataset. The challenge divided the set into 349 training reports and 477 test reports, and the annotation was performed by professional chart reviewers using arbitration on disagreements. The breakdown of records supplied by each hospital is provided in table 1.
Our results were submitted to the Challenge judges, and our performance was calculated using the software created for the Challenge. Performance in the concept extraction task was measured for both exact match and inexact match using microaveraged precision, recall, and F-measure for all concepts together (ie, problems, treatments, tests). For 'exact match' calculation, all phrase boundaries and concept types must match exactly to receive credit. The above example would be considered a successful match for 'inexact match' scoring, where it is required that the result overlaps with the ground truth concept at least in part. Importantly, any result span can count only once toward a match, preventing results with long spans from counting multiple hits as successful matches. Our goal of 'off the shelf ' information extraction precluded tailoring of output for this specific task and led us to employ already-available units from cTAKES as output units. As a result, we considered the Challenge's inexact scoring algorithm a more appropriate metric and used it for our evaluation.
A total of 22 teams participated in the concept extraction portion of the competition. The top-scoring entry for inexact concept mapping with all three tasks combined was submitted by deBruijn et al with recall, precision, and F-measure scores of 0.92, 0.93, and 0.92 respectively. The mean and median scores of all 22 teams' top entries were 0.84 and 0.87 with an SD of 0.07. Detailed descriptions of top-scoring approaches are described elsewhere. 7 
Experiments
Competitors in the Challenge had access to training data with which to improve their systems for the specified tasks 3 months in advance of the release of test data. In contrast, we used ARC to import the Knowtator project files representing the training set, selected the target from the project files, and deployed the produced models on the test set with no further interventions.
Two variations on our algorithm were explored: (1) the use of noun phrases versus noun-phrase bumpers as both training and testing units; and (2) the use of the blast versus the all scoring algorithms for the selection of which feature types to include in our models. This resulted in four variations per task which, multiplied by three tasks (ie, problems, treatments, tests), led to a total of 12 experiments as described in table 2.
RESULTS
Each of the 12 iterations took approximately 5 h to run on a standard desktop computer. The total time in configuring and launching experiments using ARC's Lab Interface was less than 5 min per experiment. The top F-measures for extracting medical problems, treatments, and tests rounded to the nearest hundredth were 0.83, 0.82, and 0.83, approximately one point behind the mean performance for all 22 entrants. The top recall, precision, and F-measure scores for each task and configuration are shown in table 2.
For all 12 experiments, recall scores were considerably lower than precision. For medical test extraction, the use of noun phrases versus noun-phrase bumpers as training/testing units did not have a significant impact on the recall or precision. This, however, was not the case in the extraction of medical problems and treatments. For the extraction of both medical problems and medical treatments, recall was higher when noun-phrase bumpers were used, while precision was higher when noun phrases were used as training and testing units.
The differences in performance of the All Scoring versus Blast algorithms were also task-dependent. For medical problem extraction, the use of All Scoring versus Blast was comparable. For medical treatments, the use of All Scoring decreased the Fmeasure by two points when noun phrases were used but increased the F-measure slightly when noun-phrase bumpers were used. Finally, for medical test extraction, the Blast algorithm outperformed the All Scoring algorithm using both noun phrases and noun-phrase bumpers by two points in F-measure.
The top-scoring feature type combinations emerging from the Blast algorithm are listed in table 3. Word tokens and UMLS CUIs were featured prominently in most top-scoring runs. It is interesting to note that the noun-phrase bumper annotation which was added to provide logical training and testing units emerged as a useful feature for classifying noun phrases as medical tests. The Lookup Window annotation emerging as a contributing feature type for medical problem classification using bumpers is the span of text used by cTAKES in attempts to map to UMLS concepts.
DISCUSSION
The algorithms explored as part of this study achieved F-measures that were competitive with the average performance of i2b2/VA Challenge competitors (mean¼0.84, median¼0.87) without requiring the use of custom rules, custom software development, or any additions to a knowledge base based on the training set. Our recall scores reflected the challenge of finding all symptoms, treatments, and tests with no knowledge-base customization and suggest that alternative methods be explored for comprehensive mapping tasks (eg, find all symptoms). We expect that a modest improvement would have been achieved by simply mapping discovered shortcomings from the training set to a knowledge base. However, such mapping would have defeated the intent of this study. The precisions score of our top F-measure configurations hovered at 0.90, suggesting a strong F-measure performance in the extraction of more specific targets (eg, symptoms of PTSD as opposed to all symptoms). That hypothesis will be evaluated in future applications.
The findings suggest that no single feature type or unit of analysis is ideal for all retrieval tasks. For example, the performance of noun-phrase bumpers in medical treatment extraction bested noun phrases by a considerable margin, yet showed no real difference on medical problem or test extraction. This result may be indicative of longer phrases being considered relevant for treatment versus medical problems and tests which are more likely to be one or two word phrases.
Such findings support our current emphasis on the use of automation to iteratively discover the best-suited configuration. Properly designed, such an approach need not increase the burden on the end user, researcher, or developer as shown in this study. Even in the case of near-real-time results requirements (eg, biosurveillance), automation can be used to evaluate several configurations, and the decision of which to deploy can be made objectively on any number of criteria including performance as well as computational burden. For example, the discovery of word tokens as consistent top-performing feature types through the application of the Blast algorithm suggests that users might deploy a configuration that processes just tokens to achieve a faster turnaround time for point of care applications.
The comparable performance of the All Scoring versus Blast algorithm leads us to eliminate the All Scoring algorithm from further consideration. Our hypothesis that a larger feature space may contribute to better performance was not supported. In addition, the All Scoring algorithm provides a single experiment, hence a single result. In contrast, the 26+ iterations provided by the Blast Algorithm allows the user to choose from several models with different performance criteria, allowing the selection of one with greater recall or precision based on the task at hand.
There are several limitations to the proposed approach. First, while the approach described in this study has demonstrated potential for the extraction of categorical variables, it does not support the extraction of numeric attribute value pairs (eg, blood pressure¼120/80). The proposed method could extract the phrase, but some level of postprocessing would be required to pull the exact value. In addition, some concept-level extraction problems call for the identification of a single semantic 'concept' that appears across multiple sentences or phrases. The need to identify a consistent unit of analysis for automation would require that paragraph or document level classification occur, which may not be ideal for such tasks.
CONCLUSION
The purpose of this research is to enable the widespread adoption of clinical NLP and information extraction. The results of this study demonstrate that it is possible to deliver acceptable concept-level information extraction performance across different tasks with no custom software or rules development.
To help foster continued advances in this area, the ARC is available for download as well as ARC+MALLET+cTAKES+the UMLS subset used by cTAKES. 30 Also available for download is a data importer for mapping various formats of raw text data into ARC.
In future work, we will continue to focus on methods capable of striking a balance between achieving acceptable performance and minimizing the burden on the end user. One specific area with the potential to reduce end-user burden is the exploration of algorithms in the area of active learning and relevance feedback that can reduce the number of annotations required to achieve acceptable performance. In addition, the incorporation of more advanced feature-selection algorithms is an attractive future direction for ARC.
